
2020 Fee Changes

July 23, 2020

1. Reinstate flat fees for commercial reroofing permits.

2. Eliminate pay-by-inspection for residential permits under $40k – pay instead as 
% of valuation.

3. Revise biennial inspection fees for hydraulic & electric elevators and escalators.



#1 – Reinstate Flat Fees for Commercial Reroofing Permits

Pre-2009, residential & commercial reroofing building permitting fees based on 
project valuation

Effective Jan. 1, 2009, Anchorage set the following flat fees for all reroofing permits:
• $175 fee to reroof up to 1500 sq. ft.
• $300 fee to reroof 1501 to 3000 sq. ft.
• $500 fee to reroof more than 3000 sq. ft.

2019 ordinance reverted to commercial reroofing permit fees as a percentage of 
project valuation
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Why Reroofing Inspections?  Quality Assurance 
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#1 – New Flat Fee Amounts for Commercial Reroofs

Based upon roofing contractors request for flat fees for commercial reroofing projects, 
CEDC requested this proposal.

New ordinance would set commercial reroofing fees at the following amounts:

• $525 for up to 1,500 sq. ft.

• $700 for 1,501 to 3,000 sq. ft.

• $1,085 for greater than 3,000 sq. ft.

Cost of switching to flat fees is not passed onto non-roofing projects.

Flat fees at these levels are revenue neutral vis a vis percentage of valuation.

Flat fees make it easier to tell customers what the permitting fee will be upfront – and 
addresses the expressed concern that some roofing companies would not accurately 
report valuations.

Regressive impact of disproportionate impact on smaller re-roofing projects is 
perpetuated.
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#1 – Statistics Comparing Past, Current, & Proposed Fee Approaches
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Using 2017/2018 actual Commerical Reroof Permitting Data 
Display no. of permits in each fee category shown below:

Using Fees in Effect 2009 - 2019
Fee 2009 - 

2019
No. of 

permits
Roof size up to 1,500 sq. ft. $175 24
Roof size 1,501 to 3,000 sq. ft. $300 84
Roof size over 3,000 sq. ft. $500 230

Total 338

Using Current Law Percentage-of-Valuation Approach
No. of 

permits
Number of permits issued at minimum $525 fee 213
Number of permits issued costing more than $525 but less than $1,000 73
Number of permits issued costing over $1,000* 52

Total 338

Using Proposed New Flat Commercial Reroofing Fees that 
Generate Comparable Revenue (revenue neutral)

Proposed 
Fees

No. of 
permits

Roof size up to 1,500 sq. ft. $525 24
Roof size 1,501 to 3,000 sq. ft. $700 84
Roof size over 3,000 sq. ft. $1,085 230

Total 338

*Note:  10 is the subset of the 52 permits in the over $1000 category that 
actually cost more than $5,000



#2 – Eliminate Pay-by-Inspection for Residential Projects Valued at $40k or Less

Goal of 2009 fee reforms was to make remodelers pay more in permitting fees – to address the 
concern that new construction projects were paying a disproportionate share of the costs for 
Building Safety Services.

2009 permitting fee for a remodeling project was set as a “fee-per-inspection,” replacing former 
“fee-as-a-percentage-of-valuation” approach.   Residential remodeling projects ended up paying 
more in permitting fees under the fee-per-inspection approach but larger commercial remodeling 
projects paid substantially less than comparable new construction.

In writing the 2019 ordinance, to reduce excessive paperwork that the fee-per-inspection 
approach required, original draft ordinance returned all construction projects to a percentage-of-
valuation approach and addressed, in part, the issue of low-valued projects paying less than actual 
cost of services by setting minimum residential $350 & $525 commercial permitting fees.

Original draft was amended, however, per a concern that a homeowner doing a very small project 
that may need only 1 inspection should not have to pay the $350 minimum fee.   The amended 
version returned residential projects valued at $40,000 or less to a fee-per-inspection approach.  
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#2 – Eliminate Pay-by-Inspection for Residential Projects Valued at $40k or Less

After AHBA raised this issue at a prior meeting, the CEDC requested a proposal for the fee-per-
inspection approach for residential projects $40k & under to be replaced by a percentage-of-
valuation approach to reduce permitting costs for contractors doing smaller remodeling jobs.

Proposed ordinance eliminates fee-per-inspection for residential projects valued at $40k & less, 
reinstating the %-of-valuation approach and sets a minimum $360 minimum fee.

Even with the $360 minimum fee, however, percentage-of-valuation fees for residential 
remodeling projects reduces total revenues.    In order to be revenue neutral, the residential 
multiplier against valuation is adjusted to 0.0105 from 0.009 (a change of 0.0015).

Since 2009, residential construction has been subsidized by commercial construction.  Prior to 
2009, the multipliers against valuation were identical for residential and commercial construction.   
Beginning in 2009, the multiplier for residential projects valued at $500,000 or less was set at 
0.009 compared to 0.015 for commercial projects valued at $500,000 or less, a 40% reduction.

For projects valued at $500k to $1 M, residential multiplier remained 0.009 while commercial 
multiplier was set at 0.010.
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#2 – Calculating Residential Multiplier to End Pay-by-Insp. for Residential Projects Valued at 
$40k or Less while keeping Changes Revenue Neutral
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      What would Residential Multiplier against Valuation Need to be to End
 Pay-by-Insp. for Residential Projects $40k or less with minimum fee at $360?

Current Law

Amendment to 
remove pay by insp 

for $40k or less w 
$360 minimum

Who pays less or 
more

2017
BldgAdd 90,638                     74,196                             (16,442)                          
BldgAlter 187,115                   119,380                           (67,735)                          
BldgCombo 30,639                     28,109                             (2,530)                             
BldgNew 644,712                   748,800                           104,087                          
FireRehab 52,864                     39,149                             (13,716)                          

2017 Totals 1,005,969               1,009,633                       3,664                              

2018
BldgAdd 103,737                   98,370                             (5,367)                             
BldgAlter 224,072                   141,352                           (82,720)                          
BldgCombo 40,989                     43,864                             2,875                              
BldgNew 552,430                   641,618                           89,189                            
FireRehab 33,430                     25,789                             (7,641)                             

2018 Totals 954,657                   950,993                           (3,664)                             

Grand Totals 2 yrs 1,960,626               1,960,626                       0                                       

         and a $360 minimum residential permitting fee
Achieves Revenue Neutrality  over the 2-year Period with a 0.0105 multiplier



#2 – Impact of Changing the Residential Multiplier against Valuation to Maintain
Revenue Neutrality Illustrated Below for a New Home & a Remodel
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Effect of Change in Multiplier from 0.009 to 0.0105
on Building Permitting Fee for a $400,000 New Home

Fee at 0.009 x 
valuation

Fee at 0.0105 x 
valuation w $360 

minimum fee Difference
$3,600 $4,200 $600 More

Effect of Change in Multiplier from 0.009 to 0.0105
& Ending Pay-by-Insp. for $35,000 Resid. Remodel
Using 5 inspections

Current 5 insp. x 
$175 ea fee

Fee at 0.0105 x 
valuation w $360 

minimum fee Difference
$875 $368 ($508) Less

Revenue lost by no 
longer charging by 
the inspection for 
residential 
remodels is made 
up by increasing 
residential 
multiplier against 
valuation from 
0.009 to 0.0105



#3 – Correction to Elevator Biennial Inspection Fees

2019 ordinance adjusted many fees for inflation, as several fees had not been changed since 2009, 
while others had not been changed since 2011.

Cumulative inflation in Anchorage from 1/1/09 – 12/31/18 equaled 17.5% while cumulative 
inflation from 1/1/11 – 12/31/18 was 14.5%.

Biennial inspection fees for hydraulic & electric geared elevators and escalators:

Present fees were calculated by multiplying the hours of inspection time by $175 insp. rate in 
error; prior fee should have been multiplied by 1.145 – this ordinance makes the corrections.
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Type Prior
Fee

Present
Fee

Corrected 
Fee

Hydraulic elevator
Fee covers up to 5 hrs. of insp. time

$600 $875
($656 w current 
COVID discount)

$690

Electric-geared elevator
Fee covers up to 8 hrs. of insp. time

$900 $1400
($1050 w current 
COVID discount)

$1030

Escalator
Fee covers up to 9 hrs. of insp. time

$1050 $1575
($1181 w current 
COVID discount)

$1200



Importance of Fees Covering Cost of Services –
Especially Important with Anchorage’s Service Areas (BSSA)
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Proposed ordinance sustains efforts 
towards ensuring that the BSSA is self-
supporting.

This revenue neutral ordinance makes 
the 3 changes

• Flat fees for commercial reroofs;
• Resid. projects under $40k pay fee as % 

of valuation; and
• Revisions to biennial elevator 

inspection fees.

QUESTIONS?


